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Small mammals supporting ecology 
and economy in South Asia?

✓ supporting the ecology 

But the economy?   

Eco-tourism?   





Framing the topic 

how to approach this 

topic and come up with 

useful ideas? 



How many of you are zoologists?   
taxonomists?



I’m a landscape ecologist interested in 
conservation .. (and not just mammals) 

BUT everything I do involves people



So I’m interested in what the 
economy can do for wildlife and people 

➢ So what are the interactions between the 
economy and wildlife? 

➢ The first step in conservation is to UNDERSTAND 
what is affecting populations 

Habitat
Invasive species
Population (human)
Pollution 
Over harvesting 



An integrated framework to identify 
wildlife populations under threat from climate change

Molecular Ecology Resources
25 JUL 2017 DOI: 10.1111/1755-0998.12694
http://onlinelibrary.wiley.com/doi/10.1111/1755-
0998.12694/full#men12694-fig-0001

http://onlinelibrary.wiley.com/doi/10.1111/1755-0998.12694/full#men12694-fig-0001


https://www.whitenosesyndrome.org/resource/updated-white-nose-syndrome-map-april-24-2017

BIOSECURITY & disease 



Habitat

Invasive species

Population (human)

Pollution 

Over harvesting 



Aichi Biodiversity Targets
Strategic Goal C: To improve the status of biodiversity by safeguarding 

ecosystems, species and genetic diversity

Target 11

By 2020, at least 17 % of terrestrial and inland water, 

and 10 per cent of coastal and marine areas, especially 

areas of particular importance for biodiversity and 

ecosystem services, are conserved through effectively 

and equitably managed, ecologically representative and 

well connected systems of protected areas and other 

effective area-based conservation measures, and 

integrated into the wider landscapes and seascapes.

Is designating > 20% of a country practical? 



Global food security is high 
on the policy agenda



How effective are protected areas? 

• It depends ……

• Wildlife has this awkward tendency to move around! 

• Environmental change means habitats may no longer 
suitable for specific species

• “more, bigger, better and joined up” areas of habitat are 
needed 

• But how can this be achieved with pressures of 
population and development?

• England BOAs and NIAs (but lines on a map) 



Views on Protected Areas
Crofts R (2004) Linking Protected Areas to the Wider World: A Review of Approaches.

Journal of Environmental Policy and Planning 6 (2) pages 143 - 156

Nature Conservation view:

• Too few

• Too small

• No more tourist facilities

• Better protection

• More involvement

• Too much damage

• Too few controls

• Locals negative

• More conservationists 

Community View:

• Too many

• Too large

• More visitor facilities

• Less protection

• Less involvement

• They stop development 

• Too many rules

• Locals ignored

• Should be run by locals



The current reality in England  

Area: 130,279 square kms

Population: 65,511,098

Density: 271 per km2

No space !  National Parks are for recreation 

38,000 live in the National Park and there are more than 10 million visitors a year



The ‘LS’ debate 

Land Sparing

➢Increasingly intensive 
high-yielding agriculture  

➢ uses less land

➢meets demand for food

➢ leaving greater areas of 
‘natural’ habitat 
untouched 

➢more efficient (more 
profit fewer jobs) 

Land Sharing

➢low-yield farming 

➢Widely spread across the 
landscape

➢enables biodiversity to be 
maintained 

➢ less efficient 

➢maintains livelihoods  

➢more jobs but at lower 
wages 



So what can we do? 

Lets go back to thinking about (terrestrial) HABITAT 

vegetation with associated wildlife 

Is it NATURAL?  

Almost certainly not …….. 

It’s the result of all the environmental changes 

including human activities over millenia



Two approaches:
NGOs 

Buy land

replicate farming systems 
no longer economic 

to conserve the wildlife 
that had developed in 
harmony with the system

How?  

Volunteers

Subscriptions 

Agri-environment schemes

farmers own/rent land 

are paid to maintaining 
specific aspects of the 
countryside 

rewarded for not carrying 
out PDOs

How?

paid from taxes

(Europe)



What impact does agricultural 
intensification have? 

More fertiliser and pesticides less:

➢ insects ↓ food for bats and other insectivores

➢ wild plants ↓ food for insects

➢ seeds ↓ food for rodents and birds 

More intensive livestock production less:

➢insects ↓ food for bats and other insectivores

➢grassland

➢fodder crops





Hay meadows  



Winter food for livestock 

Also supports:

A diversity of plants 

Ground nesting birds 
sky lark, waders 

Mammals 
mice, voles, shrews, 
hares, hedgehogs, foxes, 
badgers, rabbits, bats

A wide range of insects

Owls and kestrels   



Silage: high energy fermented short rye grass wrapped in 
plastic  cut early, several times, low value for wildlife

Farmers paid to maintain hay meadows in important areas  



The coppice industry

EuroCoppice COST Action 
https://www.eurocoppice.uni-freiburg.de/intern/pdf/deliverables/coppice-in-brief



“A wood that pays is 
a wood that stays”









Is conservation about returning to 
the past?



The basics ….

The wildlife we value is not ‘natural’                                    

It has evolved with human land management practices

Altering these  affects plant and animal communities 

BUT what drives change? 

Efficiency …… profitability …… 

If we want wildlife that evolved with traditional practice 

people must be able to earn enough to survive 



Or moving into a new era? 

➢Ecosystem services

➢Natural Capital Accounting 

➢Paying for delivering ‘public goods’ as well as 

marketable commodities







The rural economy, livelihoods and 
wildlife are inextricably linked 

Understanding the links and anticipating change is 

vital for any effective conservation action 

➢ support livelihoods that make a positive 
contribution 

➢ identify threats and take action

➢ encourage policy makers to understand the 
economic value of ecosystem services 



Thank you for listening 
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